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NEW QUESTION: 1
A user's monitor Is not displaying colors correctly since It
was moved to a new desk. A technician Investigates and

discovers the user has two monitors: one is connected to the PC
via a DisplayPort cable, and the other is using VGA.
The technician traces the cables and finds the VGA-connected
monitor Is not displaying any red colors. Which of the
following is MOST likely the issue?
A. The pins on the VGA cable are bent.
B. The PC was damaged during the move.
C. The OS Installed the latest driver updates after powering
up.
D. The video card is overheating at the new desk.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
When you use the AWS Elastic Beanstalk console to deploy a new
application
_________________.
A. you'll need to create each file
B. you'll need to upload a source bundle
C. you'll need to create each file and path
D. you'll need to upload each file separately
Answer: B
Explanation:
When you use the AWS Elastic Beanstalk console to deploy a new
application or an application version, you'll need to upload a
source bundle.
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/using-fea
tures.deployment.source.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the configuration statements shown in the graphic
above.
R1(config)#access-list 199 permit tcp host 10.1.1.1 host
172.16.1.1
R1(config)#access-list 199 permit tcp host 172.16.1.1 host
10.1.1.1
R1(config)#end
R1#debug ip packet 199 detail
Which statement reflects what the effect is of this

configuration sequence?
A. These commands turn on debug ip packet only for packets
between hosts 10.1.1.1 and
172.16.1.1.
B. These commands will have no effect at all. The debug ip
packet command will work as normal and display info for all IP
packets.
C. These commands will only work when you specify only one host
rather than two.
D. These commands will generate an error message because you
cannot use an access list with any debug commands.
Answer: A
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